
UNIT 11: MY TOWN

Name:______________________________________   Level:____________

CITIES AND VILLAGES

    Lots of people live and work in cities. Cities are big and noisy. They 
are full of tall buildings and there is a lot of traffic. Villages are small 
and quiet. In cities people live normally in flats whereas in villages they 
usually live in houses.

Look at these two pictures:

 Which one is a city and which is a village?

       

_________________________________________          _________________________________________

 Which are the differences between them?

 The city is b _____________ and the villages are normally 
s_____________. 

 In the city there is t____________ and tall b_____________.

 Villages are s__________ and q_____________
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1. Complete the sentences with village or city:

 There is a big hospital: ____________________________

 There are tall buildings: ___________________________

 There is an airport:_______________________________

 It is very quiet:__________________________________

 There is a lot of traffic:___________________________

2. Write the name of three cities and three villages of your 
country.

CITIES ►_______________, ____________________, 
____________________

VILLAGES ► __________________, 
________________________, ___________________

3. Write true or false:

 More people live in cities than in villages: ______

 The houses in villages are very tall: __________

 Villages have a lot of traffic :______________

 Cities are very noisy: ____________________

 Villages are smaller than cities :____________
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                               CITIES

These are some of the places we can find in a city. Some of them are 
also in villages.

4. Which of these places are in your village?

__________________, ___________________, 
__________________, ___________________, 
__________________, ___________________.

5. Write their names:

             

_______________________          __________________          ______________________
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________________________         _____________________         _____________________

6. Translate the following words:

 Village /villages►

 City  /Cities►

 Noisy ►

 Quiet ►

 Flat ►

 House ►

 Hardly any traffic ►

 Lot of traffic ►

 Building ►

 big►

 small►
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7. Complete the words.

a) V_ LL_ _ E        c) _ LA_         e) _ I _ _        g) _ _ I _ T

b)S_ A_ _           d) H_ _ S_      f) N _ _ _Y      h) B_ _ LD _ _ _

8. Complete the chart with the word from the box.

VILLAGE CITY

small

noisy

Hardly any traffic

flats

 

 Now, explain the differences between villages and cities
to your partner. Use, the following guideline.

a) Villages are _____________ and ______________. They 
have _________________________ and people live in 
_____________.

b) Cities are ______________ and _______________. They
have a __________________________ and people live in 
_____________.
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 Quiet              lot of traffic              houses             big
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